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By Ruskin Bond

Penguin, New Delhi, India, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. First Edition. For over half a
century, Ruskin Bond has celebrated the wonder and beauty of nature as few other contemporary
writers have, or indeed can. This collection brings together the best of his writing on the natural
world, not just in the Himalayan foothills that he has made his home, but also in the cities and small
towns that he lived in or travelled through as a young man. In these pages, he writes of leopards
padding down the lanes of Mussoorie after dark, the first shower of the monsoon in Meerut that
brings with it a tumult of new life, the chorus of insects at twilight outside his window, ancient
banyan trees and the short-lived cosmos flower, a new moon in a deep purple sky, a bat who strays
into his room and makes a night less lonely. A collector's edition, this volume proves again that for
the serenity and lyricism of his prose and his sharp yet sympathetic eye, Ruskin Bond has few
equals. Printed Pages: 288. Size: 14 x 22 Cm.
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Certainly, this is actually the best job by any article writer. It can be loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this
book to discover.
-- Ms. V er lie Goyette-- Ms. V er lie Goyette

Undoubtedly, this is the very best job by any article writer. It can be rally interesting throgh studying time. Your way of life period is going to be transform
as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Louie Will--  Louie Will
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